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I have found that ribosomal 16 S RNA contains 
the nucleotide sequence which could code a fragment 
of the ribosomal protein S4, with relatively few 
errors (fig.1). The only msertion in the ribosomal 
16 S RNA is UGA triplet which codes no amino acid 
residue at all. 
The search for cognate protein and ribosomal RNA 
fragments was done as follows: 
c[ 
m< 18 
>+a] x 2.10-1~ 
m! (18-m)! 
(1) 
The adequate ‘messenger’ sequence was deduced 
from the known primary structure of proteins S4 
[ 1 ] taking into consideration the degenerative 
nature of the code (fig.1). 
A special computer program simulated the movement 
of this messenger along the known 16 S RNA 
sequence [2] in search of the most coinciding 
nucleotide sections. 
The probability of obtaining ‘by chance’ of the 
The coincidence between the primary structures of 
these sections is much better than the agreement, for 
example, between the structures of leucine and valine 
tRNA of Escherichiu coli [4] (table 1). However, in 
evaluating the reliability of the results, the number of 
possible independent comparisons between the primary 
structures of sections must be taken into account. The 
relative shift of the sequences, the selection of starting 
points and lengths, the position of a deletion (or 
insertion) can be done in different ways. For a protein 
of 203 residues, an RNA of x 1530 bases, a maximum 
fragment of 35 amino acid residues and an arbitrary 
position of deletion (or insertion) with a length up to 
three nucleotides, we could make no more than 
[203.1530.35] . [(34/2).(3.2)] = lo9 comparisons. 
50 coincidences observed between sections of the 16 S 
RNA and the deduced messenger in which 55 positions 
are occupied by one base and 18 positions by two 
alternative bases (table 1) can be evaluated from the 
binomial distribution of random values [3]. 
S4 protein 
sequence 
150 160 170 179 
SerArgValLyshl~lateuCluLeu AlaGluGlnArgCluLysProThrTrpLeuGluValAspAlaGlyLysMetCluGlyThrPhe 
54 ’ messenger ’ 
sequence 
16s RNA 
sequence 
400 420 440 
Fig.1. Cognate primary structures of protein S4 and ribosomal RNA fragments. 
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fhe number of independent comparisons is much less 
than this upper limit. Nonetheless, the probability of 
chance coincidence of primary structures even for a 
complete run-through is very small and is not greater 
than the probability of chance coincidence between 
the primary structures of tRNAs, as evaluated in 
analogous manner. 
Thus, the fragment of the ribosomal RNA gene and 
the fragment of the ribosomal protein S4 gene could 
have some common ancestor. Protein S4 is remarkable 
in that it seems to be one of the most important for 
assembly and structure formation of the ribosomal 
30 S subparticle. It directly and independently of 
other proteins binds with ribosomal 16 S RNA [5,6], 
shielding great portion of the 5’-terminal part of the 
molecule [7] (including the ‘cognate’ 400-492 
fragment!). The 16 S RNA.protein S4 com_plex can 
be supposed to be very ‘ancient’. 
Did the primitive ribosomal RNA itself serve as a 
template for the most primitive ribosomal proteins? 
Were the other primitive proteins [8,9] coded by the 
primitive ribosomal RNA (or, perhaps, by its comple- 
mentary copy)? We hope that further ‘molecular- 
paleontological excavations’ in modern primary 
structures will give answers to these questions. 
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